In English the children will produce
holiday brochures linked to Italy. We will
write stories and play scripts about Queen
Boudicca. IFinally we will write invitations
and menus for a Roman Banquet. The
children will have weekly SPAG sessions as
well as learning the skill of dictation.

In Maths the children will benefit from a
daily number session alongside their
subject based maths lessons.
We will spend the term focusing on place
value.
There will be a weekly times tables quiz.

In Art and Design the children will make
mosaics and jewellery. They will design
and make Roman helmets and shields.
There will also be the opportunity to make
and taste Roman food.

In Computing we will be
programming and debugging.

Your RE this term is: What do Hindus
believe that God is like? The children will
be learning about the Hindu belief in one
God and how this is explained through the
use of many Gods. They will be exploring
some of the stories about Hindu Gods and
what these teach Hindus about the one
God. The children will be learning how
Hindus worship at home.
In PSHCE we will be recognising our
achievements and identifying positive ways
to face new challenges. We will also be
thinking about our emotions and how
positive and negative actions can affect
others. We will also undertake the
mindfulness programme.

In History we will find out about the Roman Empire
and its impact on Britain.

In Music we will learn a song all
about the Romans as well as
exploring instruments and music
that the Romans would have
enjoyed.

Our Memorable Experience will
involve stepping back in time on a
Romans trip linked to local history.

In Science we will be learning about
sound. We will be finding out what
sound is and how it travels to our
ears. We will also be using musical
instruments and other objects to
investigate pitch and volume.
In P.E. the children
will make and play
competitive games
that build strength and
stamina.
The children will
learn new skills
through tag rugby.
Indoor PE will be
gymnastics this term.

In Geography we will be
comparing Britain with Italy by
using maps and atlases.
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